NEW AEF ISOBUS FUNCTIONALITY ISB

BENEFITS

- By pressing an ISB switch, key or button, the operator will deactivate functions which were previously activated by an ISOBUS control. This provides a convenient method for deactivation of functions, regardless of which screen is showing on the terminal.

USE CASES

- **Sprayer**
  - Alarm message and screen
  - Section valves will close
  - Manual mode on

- **Seeder**
  - Alarm message and screen
  - Switch off 12v power supply
    - All electric components like motors and actuators will be stopped
    - All actively controlled functions will be stopped

- **Spreader**
  - Alarm message and screen
  - Gates will close
  - Spinner discs will be switched off (hydraulically)
  - All other functions and actuators will be stopped
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